Use of service dogs at BC on the rise

Service dogs provide more than mobility assistance; some, like Wafi, allow students to fully enjoy the college experience.

By Zach Sullivan

As the number of service animals on Bakersfield College’s campus continues to grow, some students are raising awareness about what these animals can do for disabled students and veterans.

Sara Goldstein, director of Disabled Students Programs and Services at BC, said service animals have a very specific purpose. “In order to be a service animal, believing in a specific purpose for the increased need for service animals.

“I think that there’s a lot more awareness. That’s why we’re seeing a lot more service dogs. I think we’re learning what dogs can do for people,” Goldstein said.

Goldstein estimates there are 6 to 7 service dogs currently on Bakersfield College, and there could be two or more by next fall.

“She said that the amount of dogs that can be registered is limited, but she did say that as long as they are properly registered.

According to Goldstein, there is a formal process one must go through to bring a service animal to school. “To get a service dog you get through your doctor and you get a prescription and you bring the dog. The dog can be formally trained, it can be self-trained, but it has to be under the owner’s control at all times,” she said.

Service animals should be registered with the city and also have the blue square harness on them and registered as a service animal.

There are two classifications of service animals that are permitted to be on campus: service dogs and therapy dogs.

“Therapy dogs are there for the dog, there are two different types of dogs, so a therapy dog is not a service. They are the ones providing people that are blind, that are hearing-ear dogs. I’ve seen balance dogs that help people balance, wheelchair chairs, all kinds of different dogs. There are dogs that can smell if someone is going to fall or have distress,” she said.

Through the lens…

The Bakersfield Duals

By Veronica Morley

Recently, multiple safety alerts have been sent out through text voicemails and emails to Bakersfield College students. The alerts have been regarding a male driver harassing female joggers along Panorama Drive.

These alerts were all followed, “SAFETY ALERT: The Bakersfield College Office of Public Safety has been made aware of 2 additional incidents involving female joggers being followed by a male during an older gold Camry. Please contact (661) 395-4534 if you have any information or notice any suspicious behavior.” The last alert was put out on Sept. 12.

BC’s Public Safety Department has not responded to requests for interviews on the incidents.

Although the students at BC joggers and walkers out for morning exercise on the Panorama Bluffs, near Bakersfield College.

Joggers and walkers out for morning exercise on the Panorama Bluffs, near Bakersfield College.

Joggers and walkers out for morning exercise on the Panorama Bluffs, near Bakersfield College.

Delays push back fire station’s completion

By Veronica Morley

Since June 2013, Fire Station 8, located south of BC on the corner of Mt. Vernon Avenue and University Avenue, has been under renovation. The project was expected to be completed in May, but due to several delays, the date has been pushed back to the end of October.

Staff from the Fire and Public Works Department explained the fire station, also known as FS 8, in 2012 and concluded that due to ongoing issues with the electrical, mechanical, and air conditioning systems, the entire station was in need of significant upgrades.

Built in 1949, the station recently received the building, reconditioning the interior of the living quarters and air conditioning systems. “The hard part about construction in this case is getting everything in line,” said Field. “We do a lot of thinking everything would go as planned but for example, when we opened the walls they were a lot worse than we had anticipated.”

Grewal also mentioned issues involving the siding process, electrical contracts, window ordering and delivery problems.

“Our client is the Fire Station 8, they want to make sure the remodel meets their needs,” he said.

The original estimated budget for this project was approximately $1,524,000. Grewal said that a subset of that budget was set aside specifically for delays such as these. Current unanticipated expenses include housing and equipment rent for the related FS 8. Currently the station is residing at a new location on 4400 Panorama Drive.

“We’ve managed to remain within our original budget and we’re hoping to be finished by the end of October,” said Grewal. “We’ve been working together with Bakersfield Corporation to complete construction. FS 8 will not be open until construction completion.”

BC hosts 30 schools on University Transfer Day

By Zach Sullivan

On Monday, Sept. 12, Bakersfield College held its annual University Transfer Day on the Student Crossroads Lawn. The event commenced at 9 a.m. and concluded at 5 p.m. More than 30 college representatives were on campus, of which included UC Berkeley, UCLA, Humboldt State, Whittier College, University of Alaska Fairbanks and many more.

The goal of transfer day was to provide students with the opportunity to gather information regarding everything from cost per semester to scholarship opportunities at all of these pre-college schools. Students were encouraged to have face-to-face interactions with representatives from institutions they are thinking of attending.

Bakersfield College student Samuel Nelson, 19, thought that the event helped put into perspective how many different schools and opportunities there are for students. “With the amount of schools present it really opened my eyes to all these different opportunities out there,” Nelson said.

Nelson believes the event accomplished its goal of informing students about the requirements to transfer to their desired school or university.

While the point of the event was to provide information to students about transferring, it was clear that not all students felt informed about the event.

Gina Fields, 19, stated that she did not hear of transfer day prior to the event taking place. Fields said that she did not know what the tables set up throughout the Crossroads Lawn were for, or why they were there. “I thought it was a food fair,” she said.

Fields believed the event would have been more effective had she known in advance it was taking place. “It would be nice if the administration would post around campus as well as sending an email letting everyone know about upcoming events. Doing so would help people prepare,” Please see TRANSFER, Page 6

Students get information about a career with the US Army.
Life Hacks: Tips on sleeping with the typical busy BC

Recently, a friend of mine started a new job in the middle of the week and I was talking to her about the best ways to get some sleep tonight. As most of us know, it’s definitely difficult to get eight hours of sleep a night when you have things to do and work and other obligations.

The next thing I told my friend was to get ready for sleep with her need to take three naps during the day. She didn’t seem to have happened in her car between classes and work. However, she waited until about 12 a.m. to go to sleep. So I’m here to tell you it’s okay.

Many of us have pushed by telling ourselves it’s a Luxury that you need, not even taking it into account. However, I feel it is important that you take this

In his eyes and he seems to be

For example, he said the only thing he could do was reach out for a 2 p.m. appointment to come back to do work.

Most of us here have that same problem. It’s not uncommon to be concerned about becoming a business owner and doing the same old stuff. It’s not the same old stuff. It’s not the same old stuff.

In 2014, the Drumline expanded into a drum and bugle ensemble, an ensemble comprised of 95 students and a color guard with 93 students participating in the program for the first time. The next year the size increased to 150 students.

The band program at Bakersfield College has been expanding over the years, and now with the new season, the Renegade Marching Band is back after a successful Spring. Mike Olcott and many of the band students are excited.

The next thing I had to tell her was to wind down before you start your homework. I would get home and tell my friends, “I’m going to take a break before I start my homework.”

You think of the marching band in the past decades as “the most important part of the college.” It was all at the football games, but not Doc Powers, 19. “It wasn’t all that much of a big deal. It was actually more important than that,” she said.

Starting a new program is a challenge for the marching band, and the band students are excited about the new addition of the Drumline and the new addition of the color guard.

From the band program, they have gone and come back to the band in the last year and winning place in 2013.

Drumline is a point at which the incident happened in her car between classes and work. However, she waited until about 12 a.m. to go to sleep. So I’m here to tell you it’s okay.
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Back in January, Bakersfield opened its doors to the California Aeronautical University – a brand new flight school that trains its students at a university level for the aviation industry. CAU, a sister school to San Ramon Business College, sits right on the runway near the old Meadows Field Airport on a campus that previously was used for training a Japanese air force. The school started accepting students last fall. The school has a student body of only five right now, but is planning to grow to 20 in the next 12 months.

CAU is really about creating a complete plan,” said Adam Smith, admissions manager at CAU. “When you enroll in our program, you’re enrolling in something. It’s kind of an all-or-nothing kind of thing.”

The annual tuition to the school’s programs (which range from $15,500 to $157,400 with financial aid options) is all-inclusive, which includes on-campus housing, student meal plan at the school’s cafe, uniforms, laptop, iPad, three years of flight time and fuel, and insurance. The program makes it possible for students to receive commercial flight certification as a private pilot’s license, and even certification to teach aviation themselves. Graduating students are guaranteed an interview with the school to become an instructor.

Students in the program don’t have to wait long until they’re in the air. “Our pilots program is really an immersion program. It’s not just flying every day. “Our pilots program is really an immersion program. It’s not just flying every day,” said Jepson Smith, CAU’s admissions manager. “We have students from all over the country, and they’re all so enthusiastic about what they’re doing. We’re generally concerned about their worry. We want them to be focused on the task at hand,” said Smith.

The students’ training planes line the runway as they wait for their next flight practice. Smith said: “With all of the busy training (food, family, flying, etc.) I’ve learned that there’s just so much I can’t take care of.”

The biggest feature that caught their eye was the dual-lens camera. “The iPhone 7 Plus offers so much more than just a way for Apple to just make phones that are better. It’s a great飞跃 every day,” said Jepson. “It’s not just a way for Apple to just make phones that are better.”

Students in the program don’t have to wait long until they’re in the air. “Our pilots program is really an immersion program. It’s not just flying every day,” said Jepson Smith, CAU’s admissions manager. “We have students from all over the country, and they’re all so enthusiastic about what they’re doing. We’re generally concerned about their worry. We want them to be focused on the task at hand,” said Smith.

The students’ training planes line the runway as they wait for their next flight practice. Smith said: “With all of the busy training (food, family, flying, etc.) I’ve learned that there’s just so much I can’t take care of.”
By Morgan Park

Last semester, Bakersfield Community College’s Student Government and Agriculture Society president Matt Frazer, 27, a political science major who is looking to make significant student involvement a priority on the Bakersfield College campus.

Frazer is looking for new ways to get the ASL and commu-
nity involved in more clubs and activities than just ASP. “There’s a lot of people who probably want to be involved and just don’t know what to do,” he said.

Another goal for Frazer is to get more fun activities that are actually meaningful to students, like doing something as we can as a club. It does get pretty boring and many people will be going to the same classes and doing the same thing in the same way.

So far, his plan to do more about it is to put a proposal forward for the student-run television station.

“If California can lead the change on this, then it will be our job to push for that change in other places as well,” Frazer emphasized how important it is to SGA that students want to use the television to show the candidates who they want to get there.

“Don’t be afraid to use the TV to speak to the candidates who they want to get there,” he said.

“Don’t be afraid to use the TV to speak to the candidates who they want to get there,” he said.

“Don’t be afraid to use the TV to speak to the candidates who they want to get there.”
**SUSPENSE VEILED BY ‘80S Vibe**

By Veronica Morley
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**DOGS:** Number of Service dog increases at BC

Service dog enjoys an afternoon break, on campus at Bakersfield College

**JOGGER:** Community-at-large united in fear of threat that looms on jogging trail near BC campus

Editor:

We have to have courage like the Lion. We deal with anything that brings me a sense of comfort. The legal system works. In-"spite of the fact that this murderer not suffer? And why is there so much concern

Some joggers have these same concerns about safety when coming to these paths, but others say they have never experienced anything with their dogs. "It kind of makes you feel a little unsafe. It was going to come close to me, but it didn't, so I wasn't worried," said Ann Smith, 23, who runs on campus frequently. "I would have probably been more worried if I hadn't seen someone else with their dog, too." Smith is one of the many students who are now cautious about jogging on the trail after the incident.

According to Fields, she felt more secure after the jogger called the campus police. "I felt more secure after the jogger called the campus police," said Smith. "I felt more secure after the jogger called the campus police." Smith said she now jogs with a flashlight and listens to music on her phone to feel more secure while running. "I feel more secure after the jogger called the campus police," said Smith. "I feel more secure after the jogger called the campus police." Smith said she now jogs with a flashlight and listens to music on her phone to feel more secure while running.

Letters to the Editor

**Death penalty process should be sped up**

During Committee hearing last month, Ridgeview responsibilities are just not so much. So, I think one thing is possible. It’s in our
greater good, not the lesser evil. Everyone has a brain like the Lion. We deal with any-
sort of cause and effect.
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BC wrestling hopes to rebound after 45-7 loss

By Kyle Cortez
Managing Editor

BC’s football team is 2-1 in the season after beating Chaffey College 45-7 and losing to the top-ranked team in the state, Riverside City College 45-7. The Renegades lost to the Riverside Tigers 45-7 on Sept. 17. The score was 0-0 after the first quarter, but the Tigers got the scoring started in the second with a one-yard touchdown run by quarterback Cullen Anderson, which capped off a 34-yard drive. Riverside scored again three minutes later on a four-yard, 35-yard drive from Anderson to Jacoby Hearting. John Hiller kicked a 30-yard field goal as time expired in the first half and the Tigers took a 17-0 lead at halftime.

Riverside dominated the first half and BC was lucky that the score was still relatively close. Riverside had an 11-3 edge in first downs and had 283 yards of offense compared to BC’s 47.

The Tigers scored on a seven-play, 80-yard drive in the third quarter, which finished with a 45-yard TD pass from Anderson to Erik Brown and put Riverside up 24-0. Riverside scored exactly 26 seconds later on a 26-yard pass from Anderson to Dominique Maikde, after BC had an interception. Riverside went on to score 36-0 to lead 46-0 at the end of the first half. Their front guys are very active and they made it very difficult, they were filling all the gaps. They made it very difficult, their front guys are very active and they made it very difficult, they were filling all the gaps.

We didn’t have our gameface up. We need to come out with a purpose. We need to come out with our best foot forward against Riverside. We need to come out with our best foot forward against Riverside. We need to come out with our best foot forward against Riverside.

Vickers led the offensive explosion by rushing for 283 yards of total offense. They kept a balanced attack by passing for 255 yards and rushing for 283 yards.

Vickers led the offensive explosion by rushing for 283 yards of total offense. They kept a balanced attack by passing for 255 yards and rushing for 283 yards.

Looking forward to their next game, Vickers said, “we just need to come out with a purpose. Come out with the want and the fight for the men around them. I just want everyone to worry about themselves and do what they are supposed to do and execute. Have the heart and leave it on the field and that’s game with having a great week of practice.”

Chudy said the team needs to play better across the board and they need to find more consistency on offense for their upcoming game against LA Harbor College.

BC’s offense led the Renegades to a 45-7 win against Chaffey on Sept. 10. BC scored the scoring with a 15-yard TD pass from Gallis to Jacoby Herring. Chucky said, “It’s tough, I’m in a bigger weight class and it felt great being back, still got to work on some stuff, but overall it was great.”

La Meshio Hill rushed for a 45-yard TD and BC converted the two-point conversion to take the game. BC scored one more touchdown before halftime and Chudy would kick two field goals. BC led 21-0 going into halftime.

The only scoring in the third quarter was a 22-yard field goal from BC kicker Jacob Young. Vickers rushed for their touchdowns in the fourth quarter, which capped off a seven-yard touchdown run and they need to find more consistent on offense for their upcoming game against LA Harbor College.

BC’s offense exploded for 536 yards of total offense. BC kept a balanced attack by passing for 255 yards and rushing for 283 yards.

Vickers led the offensive explosion by rushing for 283 yards of total offense. They kept a balanced attack by passing for 255 yards and rushing for 283 yards.

Looking forward to their next game, Vickers said, “we just need to come out with a purpose. Come out with the want and the fight for the men around them. I just want everyone to worry about themselves and do what they are supposed to do and execute. Have the heart and leave it on the field and that’s game with having a great week of practice.”

Chudy said the team needs to play better across the board and they need to find more consistency on offense for their upcoming game against LA Harbor College.

BC finally got on the board with a 25-yard TD pass by Dorick Vickers toward the end of the third quarter. That was Vickers’ fourth touchdown on the season and he has at least one touchdown in each of the first three games of the season.

“I feel like they had great pressure in the back and I don’t think they had anything special on defense,” Vickers said. “It was tough, I’m in a bigger weight class, we had to get our gameface up. We need to come out with a purpose. We need to come out with a purpose. We need to come out with a purpose.”

We did a good job up front, but our backs were out in the cold and we didn’t have anyone special up front. We didn’t have anyone special up front. We didn’t have anyone special up front. We didn’t have anyone special up front. We didn’t have anyone special up front. We didn’t have anyone special up front. We didn’t have anyone special up front.

We need to come out of the gate with what we had and we didn’t have anyone special up front. We didn’t have anyone special up front. We didn’t have anyone special up front. We didn’t have anyone special up front. We didn’t have anyone special up front.

Looking back to their next game, Vickers said, “we just need to come out with a purpose. Come out with the want and the fight for the men around them. I just want everyone to worry about themselves and do what they are supposed to do and execute. Have the heart and leave it on the field and that’s game with having a great week of practice.”

Chudy said the team needs to play better across the board and they need to find more consistency on offense for their upcoming game against LA Harbor College.
Volleyball hopes to remain on their hot streak

Matt Alvarez does a lot more than coach Renegade kickers

By Rylee Cortez

Matt Alvarez has been the kicking coach at BC since 2010, but he’s become an average kicking coach. Alvarez graduated from the University of Arizona with a bachelor’s degree in journalism in 2010 but hasn’t exactly been using the degree for his current job.

Alvarez is 29 years old and is currently the sheriff’s deputy in Kerman, California. He works with the sheriff’s office and with the California Department of Corrections.

Alvarez was 28 years old when he retired from the university because he wanted to start his current job and with a new degree. He has been working there for about 25 years and has been an average coach.

Alvarez’s strongest moment was a home game in 2013 when BC won the State Championship. He said that BC turned their season around for a little over four years. He said that BC turned their season around and won the State Championship.

Alvarez believes that BC’s season came to the game. It was just an instant. He said that BC put up a big game but the end was the best decision that I’ve ever made. He never really wanted to be a cop.

Alvarez said that he always believed in BC’s season came to the game. He never really wanted to be a cop.

Alvarez said that he always believed in BC’s season came to the game. He never really wanted to be a cop.

Alvarez said that his season came to the game. He never really wanted to be a cop.

Alvarez added that he always believed in BC’s season came to the game. He never really wanted to be a cop.

Alvarez also said that he always believed in BC’s season came to the game. He never really wanted to be a cop.
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The BC men’s soccer team broke a three-game losing streak on Sept. 16 with a 1-0 home victory over Allan Hancock. The Renegades allowed 11 goals during the losing streak, losing to Contra Costa College 5-2, American River 6-1, and Santa Barbara 3-2. BC was on the road for all three of its losses. Upper Analyst and Edwin Bernal both scored goals against Contra Costa on Sept. 9. Bernal scored the only goal on a penalty kick against Santa Barbara on Sept. 15. Coach Victor Martinez thought they could have won two of the games they lost if they didn’t commit in many mistakes as they did, but they thought they played much better against Hancock.

Trailing 1-0, BC scored four unanswered goals the rest of the game. Bernal scored in the first half to tie it 1-1, and Bernal, Albert Munoz and Blanael Gamarra all scored in the second half.

“We showed a different mentality,” Martinez said. “We never gave up and made some tactical adjustments and worked hard to get making a single goal, especially the first one.”

A minute into the second half, Munoz scored a goal that came off suspended. Martinez knows that getting a goal before the first half to tie the game would be crucial to stay in it, and Bernal surged up and got the equalizer before the half.

“We’ve been giving up goals immediately after we score, but this game was different, for different reasons,” said Martinez. He thought his team was a little more committed when faced against Allan Hancock with limited mistakes.

Munoz has had a great start, scoring goals in every game this season. Hartnell would then score another goal 10 minutes into the second half from a pass from Munoz to give the Renegades a 3-2 lead. Hartnell scored five goals on the season.

The Renegades then lost to Hartnell 5-4. Both teams scored four goals each in the first half. Hartnell scored another goal 10 minutes from end of the second half from a pass from Mandzukic to take a 4-3 lead and would hold onto the lead to the end of the game.

Hartnell scored three goals on first shot on goal. The Renegades seven goals on, but Hartnell’s goalkeeper, Moises Panagua, managed to block all the shots from Hartnell’s defense. Hartnell’s defense was playing different playing. Every one of Hartnell’s five goals was blocked by the Renegades’ defense. Hartnell’s defense was playing different playing. Every one of Hartnell’s five goals was blocked by the Renegades’ defense.

Hartnell’s next game is against College to bring a professional soccer game to Bakersfield. They have professional soccer close to Hancock. The event offers a chance to give them “a unique opportunity to experience a live event with two top-quality teams that will be very entertaining, will be a great experience for them, and they will want to bring their friends right here in your neighborhood or even an opportunity to offer another opportunity to themselves.”

The Renegades beat College 2-1 with two top-quality teams that will be very entertaining, will be a great experience for them, and they will want to bring their friends right here in your neighborhood or even an opportunity to offer another opportunity to themselves.
PHOTOS BY JOE BERGMAN / THE RIP

Left: Freshman Pedro Corona (141) works for the pin against Santa Ana's Jeremy Huang. Corona went on to pin Huang.

Above: Freshman Alvaro Tamayo (157) begins his match against East Los Angeles' Estrada. Tamayo went on to pin Estrada.

Below left: Sophomore Pedro Sarabia (133) fights off the shot by Santa Ana's Eliso Medina. Sarabia went on to pin Medina.

Below right: Freshman Julio Fuentes (197) works to turn Santa Ana's Mario Galvez. Fuentes went on to pin Galvez.

Renegade wrestling hosts The Bakersfield Duals

PHOTOS BY JOE BERGMAN / THE RIP

Left: BC's Alvaro Tamayo (157) gets lifted by East Los Angeles College's Estrada. Tamayo went on to win by pin.

Above: BC's co-head coaches Marcos Austin (left) and Brett Clark watch the Renegades take on Santa Ana in The Bakersfield Duals.

Bottom left: BC's Jose Fuentes (197) begins his match against Cerritos College's David Van Wiems. Van Wiems defeated Fuentes by a 8-4 decision.

Renegade wrestling hosts The Bakersfield Duals

PHOTOS BY JOE BERGMAN / THE RIP

Left: Freshman Pedro Corona (141) works for the pin against Santa Ana's Jeremy Huang. Corona went on to pin Huang.

Above: Freshman Alvaro Tamayo (157) begins his match against East Los Angeles' Estrada. Tamayo went on to pin Estrada.

Below left: Sophomore Pedro Sarabia (133) fights off the shot by Santa Ana's Eliso Medina. Sarabia went on to pin Medina.

Below right: Freshman Julio Fuentes (197) works to turn Santa Ana's Mario Galvez. Fuentes went on to pin Galvez.